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3. SCOPE OF REPORT 
The .studQ of the snoumaking- eaeabilits in the 

Hydraulics Environmental Rooms was undertaken at the request of 

C.N. Deleeuwr 
_ 

Heady Technical Services Section: Hydraulics 
fiivision. 

3.2 This reeort consists of how the studs was conducted: 
how the data was gathered and to what use the information will be 
Put. Negative data will not be disoussed but will be mentioned in 

the chronologs.
I 

3.3 No attemet will be made to discuss the ehssics of 

snoumaking as it is besond the seoee of this report and "the 

author.
V 

3.4 341. units are used in this report. The pressure gauges 
are in English units and were subseauentls converted to 8.1. 
units. The numbers assigned to the nozzles are used for 
identification of the nozzles and are not neeessarils their 
diameter. Appendix I lists the nozzles and their sizes.



4. PURPOSE 

The snoumakins facility _and eauipment in the Hsdraulics 
Division labourators have_never had a comprehensive examination 
-to determine their full capabilities, The purpose of this studs

1 

is to systematically sather data about snow type and euanits 
which can be displased in tables and graphs for different cold 
room temperatures and air/uater supple parameters. During the 

data collection: techniques will be learned that can be combined 
with the tables ‘and sraphs to form an operations manual.‘ 
Therefore; simply stated: the purpose of_this report. is to 

contribute to the snowmakins operations manual and to provide 
documentation of how the techniauesv tables and graphs in that 
manual were derived.

U!



5. LIST OF EQUIPMENT 
5.1 AIR COMPRESSING EQUIPMENT 

5.1.1 Inserso1l~Rand: Tsee 30: Model 7T: air compressor 
and associated cooler and dryer. 
Aro air.line regulatory Model 27354-209 
Marsh PPESSUPE sauseo Model J2054

\ 

Marsh bi-metal thermometer: Model L314s 
Ball shut-off valve 

5.2 uAfER PUMPING EQUIPMENT 
5.2.1 
5.2.2 

5.2.3 
's.2.4 

5.2.5 

Sherwood rotary sear eumer Model 'U' 

Watts bB'P3SS relief valve: Model 5300A 
Marsh PPESSUPE sause. Model J2054\ 

Marsh bi-metal thermometer: Model L3l45 
«Ball shut-off valve 

5.3 SNOW GUN 
-5.3.1 

5.3.3 
45.3.4 

5.3.5

I 

The snow sun is a fabricated Piece of eiee in a 'Y' shape with Provision for noizless made from eiee slugs» to be screwed into the stem of the 'Y'. Each lee of the 'Y' is_threaded. The hish PPESSUPE water is introduced into the side leg 
and the comeressed air enters the straight leg. 
Flexible hose is connected by means of auick disconnect couelinss to the ball shut-off valves 
inside the cold room. « 

Marsh needle valves: Model N1514 
Marsh Pressure sausesy Model J2054 
Apollo check valves: Model 1/2'



5.4 MEASURING EGUIPHENT
‘ .' 5.4.2 

\ 5.4.3 

50404 
5.4.5 

COLD ROOM 

NOZZLE
~
~ 

Hewlett-Packard temperature sensoryMode1'2B02é 
Heather Measure humiditis sensory Model HM111 
with coated Probe. ' 

v

' 

Heulitt-Packard strie chart recorder; 
Model 71008 
Precision balance 
Collection Pans 34cm X 24om * 1.5cm 

BALL THERMOMETER 
V

I 

VALVE V PRESSURE GAUGE LAB Q JRN courpnzssoa ._ AIR 
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6. HETHOD 

6.1 STQNDARD SNDUHAKING GUN 
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the standard hsnowmakins 

_eeuiement used in this study. The various nozzle tapes and sizes 

are screwed into the end of the snoumakins sun. The air Pressure 

sueelied to the sun is controlled he the PPESSUPE resulator (Fig. 

2) located outside the cold roomg The water Pressure sueelied to 
the sun_ is controlled by the PPESSUPE relief valve (fig. _3) 

attached next to the water Pump. The Pressure sauses (Fig. 5) 

outside, the -cold room are used to set these Pressures. The
2 

temeerature of A the_ water and airi is measured with the’ 

FIG. 2 GAUGES AND reassure REGULATOR
I



thermometers (Fig. 2) located in the sueels lines. outside the 

cold room.‘ The ‘ball valves (Fig. 4) inside the cold room _are 

merelg for the convience of shutting off the flows. The flows are 

finels controlled by the regulating valves (Fig. 5) attached to 

the" gun. Confirmation of the set sueels Pressures is read from 

the gauges (Fig. 5) attached to the gun. The check valves (Fig. 

5) Prevent back flow in the case of a comeressor or Pump break 
'doun{ 

6.2 SPRAY SNOUMAKINB GUN 

The only difference between the standard snowmaking gun 

eeuiement and the spray snoumaking gun eeuiement is the actual 

gun. The seras snoumaking- gun (Fig. 6) consists of a seras 

. Painting mixing chamber and either an internal nozzle _or an 

external nozzle. The gun is mounted on an aluminium Plate to 

which is fastened a 500 watt ring heater and thermostat. The 115 

‘Volt heater Prevents the nozzle from freezing. 
..,.,H“ . 

1:2 ‘T MW .
‘ “TU: . ii. fi" 

A 
'1 f'H 

FIG. 3 COMPRESSOR AND WATER



BALL VALUES 
‘

4 FIG. 

EQUIPMENT FIG. 5 SUN CONTROL 
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~ 
FIG. 6 SPRAY ‘GUN 

FIG. 7 NOZZLES 
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6.3 METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

The cold room controller was set to the temperature reeuired 
for the\test to be performed. The temperature sensor: humidity
\ 

parameter changes as the room cooled. The air compressor and the 
water PUMP were switched on and allowed to warm up. The selected 
nozzle was installed in the sun; 

when the cold room reached the reouired temperature the sun 

sensor and the strip chart recorder were turned on to record the 

was mounted in the room and connected to the system. The valves 
on the sun were opened and the airkand water supple’ Pressures 
were set.‘ The reeulatine valves on the sun were adjusted hto 3' 

setting to make snow. The collection pans were arranged on the 
"floor and the sun was aimed at the pans. 

After a‘ sufficient Period of time had passed to allow the 
pans to fill with snow: the sun was aimed away from the pans and 
they were removed from the cold rooms Vera Quickly the eacess 
snow was scrapped from the top of the pans and they were weished. 
From the known volume of the pans and the weight of the snow in 

them: the density of the snow was determined. 
If another run was to be done the pans were emptied: dried 

and taken back_into the cold room to cool off. The valve settings 
or supels ‘pressures were changed and the pans arransed on the 
floor to catch the snow.

12



7. OBSERVATIONS 
RUN PRESSURE ROOM NOZZLE SPECIFIC 'REMARKS 

NUMBER AIR HATER TEHP NUMBER ‘GRAVITY 0 - 

_ 

kF'a kF‘a I:_5es§.C 

812-1 1000 517, -10 .125 - 
-2 1000 862 -10 .125 ' -

. 

-3 862 862 v-10 - .125 - wet snow: pulsating -4 862 862 -10 .125 -
. 

813-1 862 862 +5 .125 - Harm test: no 
1 

. 

V 
sulsatins 

-2 862 862 -5 .125 - 
-3 862 862 -10 .125 - _Ualves full open 

' .25 - All water 
.187 - 

. All water
. -4 862. 862 -15 .125 - 

V 

Room teme rises to 
' -3.5 

314-1 - - -16 - 
, - Portable high Press. 

-washer with #4009 tie 
. All water -2 862 862 1-15 ’ .125 - ' 

517 517 -15 .125 ‘ - ‘Tame. measurements 
816-1 517 517 -10 .0808 - Fulsatins

\ 

_ 862 862 -10 .0803 - Valves closed down 
8110-1 862 862 -10 .0808 - Gun Pointed slightly 

' 

, down. No pulsating 8111-1 862 862 -10 .0808 - Valves less than one 
. 

« 

_ 

turn oeen. -2 862 862 -10 .0808 - Testing Pans . -3 B62 "362 -‘10 .080B_ - Testins Pans 8112-1 862 862 -10 .080B - Air open 1/2 turn 
_ _ Uater_oPen 1-11/2 -2 862 862 -10 .0808 .15 Air 1/2 turn 

water 1/4 turn -3 862 "862 -10 .Q80B- .155 -4 862 862 ~-15 .0803 ' - Nozzle froze 8113-1 862 862 -10 .0803 .115 Air 1/2 turn 
water 1/4 turn -2 862 862_ -10 .0803 - 

A Fume Guit 8117-1 448 448 -10 .0808 - Line Pressure 
448 448 -10 .0623 - Valves at 1/4 turn: 

1 varying de5rees‘of 
' 

, lsnou uettness 8118-1 724 724 . -10 .0623 \ .175 -2 724 724 -10 -A - Air atomizins nozzle 
_ Almost water 862 862 -10 - 

A 
- Almost water 8119-1 517 517 -10 - 

A 

- Air'interna1 
atomizins nozzle: 
line eressure: 

' 

A nozzle froze 517 517 -10 - 
- - Air external 

6 atomizins nozzles g . 
7 

_ 

A 

nozzle. froze

13



RUN 
‘NUMBER AIR WATER 

810320-1 
s1032a~1 

-2 

-4 
81032471 

810602-1 

PRESSURE 
kPa kPa 

862 862 
862 862 
690 690 
690 690 
‘552 552 
552 552 
552 552 
552 552 

"552 552 "552 552 
690 690 
827i 827 
965 965 
690 690 
690 690 
827 827 
965 965 
552 .552 
.758 758 
-827 -827 
965 965 
965' 965 
827 827 
621 621 
896 896 
896 896 

345 345 

345. 345 

345 345 

ROOM 
~TEMP 
desc 

-10 
-10 
~10 
-10 
-10 
910 
-10 
-10 
-10 
~10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
*10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
*10 
~10 
-10 
-10 
510 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 

-10 

-10 

-10 

NUMBER 

.125 

.125 

.125 

.125 

.125 

.125 

.125 

.0303 

.0305 

.0522 

.0628 

.0623 

.0628" 

.0803 

.0803 

.0803 

.0803 

.125" 

.125 
‘c125 
.125 
.125 
.125 
.125 
.125 
.125 

14 

"NOZZLE SPECIFIC 
GRAUITY 

.195- 

.195 

.24 

.25 

.265 

.25 

.78 
\.28 
.22 
.14 
.17 
.12 
.13 

.145 

.11 

.13 

.30 

.21 

.14 

.14 
’o15 
.195 
.215 

o11 

'.OP9|"lo 

REMARKS 

Valves 1/4 turn open 

Valves 1/2 tu n open 
n-1 

vvalves 1/4 turn open. 

Bad readine 
Ualves 1/4 turn open 

Bad reading 
Air 1 turn oeen 
water 1/4_turn open 
1891125 Internal mix 
spray nozzle. Valves 
oeen 1/4 turn. Result 
was slush. 
Small internal mix 
serae nozzle. Air valve 
open full. water valve 
barely open. 
snow. Low ouantits. 
Small external mix spray nozzle. Valves 1/4 

Fine Powder snow. 
Lou ouantity. 

Fine.Powder



8. CHRONOLOGY 

what follows is a chronological listing of events that_ 

occurred during this studs. The purpose of presenting this here is 

so that hopefully some logic will be seen in decisions which were 
made affect this report and snowmaking in general. 

30 JAN. 81: The temperature ‘and humidits "sensors and 

recorders were‘ set up. The position in the cold room for the 

sensors was chosen so that a minimum of water or esnow would 
accumulate on the humidity sensor. vThis position was within 15.2 
cm of the ceiling and about 30.5 cm from either wall in the 
Southwest_ corner of cold room 1B. It was found that the room 

. o a 

temperature controller -had to be set to -11.25 C in order to 
‘ 

. . O - 

reach an average temperature of *10 C. It was also noticed that 
. 

— 
- o 

the actual room temperature varied be as much as + or - 1.5 C 

about the average set for the room. 

2 FEB 81: Attempts to make snow were thwarted on every occasion by 
a tendency for the water stream to pulsate. Mans solutions to the 

_ problem were theorized and included heating the nozzle to stop 
freezing ‘and possible installation of cheek valves to stop air or 
water from travelling up the wrong hose if a pressure imbalance 
occurred. It was not until a week later that it realized that the 
gun must be kept pointed at a slight down angle to eliminate ‘the 

pulsing. When this practice was put into effect all pulsing 
problems stopped. 

3 FEB 81: Good snow was made using the smallest supplied noz2le(.125B).

15



Making‘ snow must have been mostly by accident as it had not yet 
been realized that the gun must be tiPPed down. The temaerature “ _ 
rise i.n the room while making “snow was auite dramatic. The 
temPerature rose from -10°C to about -2.5DC'and from -15°C 
to. -3.508 on two different occasions. The cold room return air 
grill was found to be clogged with snow Particles. It was removed 
and no further trouble with air temPerature rises were observed. 
Two larger size nozzles (.187 and .25 ) were tried but they 
Produced only water or slightly slushy water. It was guessed that 
the cold room cooling caaacity was too small and the suPP1y 
Pressures too low to make snow with these size nozzles. 

4 FEB 81: The high Pressure Portable washer was set uP to see if 

high_ Pressure water would make snow. with the nozzle that was 
suPPlied with its and at about 3500 kPa only freezing rain could be 
‘Produced. The regular gun was set uP with the .1258 nozzle and it 

» o was found that the temaerature of the stream was 0 8 about 61 cm
~ 

from the nozzle. The humidity sensor ouit working. It was decided 
not to rePlace it since recordings had shown that the relative~ 

qt rose to a high value when snow making was started. If the 
relative humidity had any affect on snow making there would be 
nothing that could be done about it in any case due ‘to the 
limitations of the cold room. 

6 FEB 81: A similar design of nozzle but with a 2.03 cm dia. 
bevelled hole was tried. The resulting snow seemed to be of a 

drier ouality _although the euantity was less than in Previous 
runs. The air comPressor started to give Problems at this time. It

16



was decided to disconnect the intake line and draw the air for 

compressing from the lab and not the cold room. This method of 0 or-?erati—o_rn has had no effect on snow making. 

11 FEB 81: Testing was done to Prove out the method of collecting 
the snow. 

12 FEB 81: It was found that control valves oeenings of less than 
1/2 turn caused the best snow to be formed. 

13 FEB 81; The water sueels gear PUMP failed. 

17 FEB 81: while Parts were being obtained.to reeair the Fume: it 
was decided to try to make snow with Just line water Pressure. A 

smaller\nozz1e (1.57 cm dia.) was~manufactured. Onls the .0623 and 
the '.080B nozzles were used during this testing. ‘while it is: 

to make snow with line Pressure: the eualits of the snow M varies in the room’. This Probable due to the fact that the line 

Pressure varies due to the water usage in the building. 

18-19 FEB 81: The PUMP was repaired. Various tsees of seras 
nozzles were at different PPESSUPES with mixed results. In most 
cases the nozzles froze ue.in a short eeriod of time but while 
operating seemed to form drs snow. The euantities were small. It 
was decided that this tape of nozzle was worth Pursuing as it 

* offered the advantage of making drs snow in a very localized area. 
Parts were ordered to heat the nozzles. 

20-25 FEB 81: Data collection eroceeded with few Problems. However 
on 25 Feb the Puma could not sueels water at a Pressure above 690 

. kF‘a.‘ The PIJUIP was obviouslg about to break. down again. S"3|'hF"-"1if‘IS£ 

17'



was suseended and a new higher quality gear PUMP was ordered. 

18 HAW .813 The new Puma was installed with one important 
difference. The intake water was now drawn from the clean water 
Pumping system trench instead of the building water sueelg. It had 
been noticed oecasionalls in the east that when other‘ activities 
in the Lab used a lot of building water the supply Pressure would 
drop and affect the output Pressure of the Pump. 

19-24 MAR 81: Data collection continued. On 24 Mar it was decided 
that this Phase of the testing should be stoeeed; The reason for 
this will be discussed in the results section of this reeort.

I 

1-2 JUN 81: The P8PtS for heating the seras nozzle had been 
assembled and were reads for testingw The small internal mix and 
ezternal mix nozzles Performed well although the auantities of 
snow Produced Produced was too small to be measured in a 

reasonable length of timegs The larger spray nozzles made a larger 
auantite of snow: it seemed to be verg slushy.

18



9. CONCLUSIDNS_ 

The observations made during this studs have eroven that the 

Hydraulics Division snowmaking faoilits is indeed caeable of 

making varied ouantities and aualities of snow. 

wet snow is defined as a tsee that can be’ readilel formed 
into a snowball and water can sometimes be saueezed out it. Hrs 

snow is a little harder to form into a snowball and no water can 

be soueezed out of it. All the snow was of the granular eowder 
tgee with no traditional flakes observed.. Figures 7i8 and 9 show 

Plots of air and water surely Pressures versus seecifio gravity 
of snow. These graehs are based on meager data but do show ‘the 

wariations in seeoific gravity due-to sueels Pressures. Specific 
gravities of snow between about 0.2 and 0.3 were Judged to be wet 
snow.-Alseecific gravits less than about 0.2 was Judged to be drg 
snow. 
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The auantits of snow made in a given time (rate) is entirele 
dependent on the flow" of water through the nozzle. No 
measurements were made during this study concerning rate of 
making since with the .1253 nozzle large quantities are- not a 

problem. ’Bs using a smaller nozzle or even a small internal mix 
Tsprag nozzle the rate can be reduced to a small amount.’ 

Figure 7 shows the range of specific gravities of snowt made 
using- the .0623 nozzle. The graph indicates that snow made with 
this nozzle is in the drs snow range no matter what supple 
pressures are used. If a small euantits of snow is required in 
the dry range than the .0623 nozzle is recommended.‘ 

-. 

The graphs for the .0803 and the .125 nozzles in figures 8 

and 9 respectively are auite similar with respect to the duality 
of snow that can be made. The range is from wet to drs. The only 
difference then between these nozzles is in the ouantite of snow 
that is produced.‘

I 

A great deal of information was learned in this study about 
how the Hydraulics Division snowmaking facility‘ works.‘ This 
information will be used to write an operating manual for snow- 
making. ‘The following is a summation of pertinent facts learned 
‘about snowmakingf

O 
9.1 A room temperature of 410 C is recommended for snow 

making. Colder temperatures cause Problems with equipment 
freezing. warmer temperatures mean wetter snow. 

9.2 The water supply ball shut-off valve in the room must be 
heated with a thermostaticallu controlled heater at all times.

1



9.3 Hearing Protection should be worn in the cold room when 

making snow because of the intense noise of the snoumaking gun. 

9.4 The gun and hoses should be Placede in the room" 

immediatelg before snowmaking and removed to the-warmth of the 

lab when snow making is finished. 

9.5 The water suPPlg should be turned-on first when making 
snow. The ‘warmth of the suPPls water will keeP the hose and gun 
from freezing. 

9.6 The gun must tiPPed down at a slight angle to erevent 
Pulsing of the air—water stream." 

V 

'9.7 The return grill in the ceiling of the cold room must be 

removed before making snow to Prevent clogging and the resulting 
disfunctioning of the room. 

9.8 The intake air for the comPressor must come from the lab 
and not the cold room to Prevent the filter from clogging and the 
ingestion of large amounts of water into the comPressor. 

9.9 The air and water suPPls Pressures should he eoual or 

nearle equal to make snow. 

9.10 The regulating valves on the gun are usually oPened 
less than 1/2 turn to make the driest snow. 

9.11 The relative humidity in the room rises to almost 1002' 
during snowmaking and seems to have no affect on the aualitg of 

’ snow Produced. 
9.12 The inlet temPeratures of the air and water’ suPP1s 

~ 0 
(which were noted on occasion to reach 20 C) have no effect on 

V snou Produced as the temPerature of the air-water stream measured 
0 . 

0.0 C at 0.6 m (2 ft) from the nozzle.
I
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APPENDIX I 7f'NDZZLE SIZES 

NOZZLF DIA. BIA. DESCRIPTION . NUMBER mm in_ .

- 

.062Bi 1.57 .062 1/4 N.P.T. Pine Plug with bevel hole 

.080B 2.03, .080 1/4 N.P.T. PiPe PIUS with bevel hole 
0125 ' 3018 0125 1/2 NoP{To PIPE PIUQ 
.187 4.75 .187 Used only once 
-0218 5056 0218 NOt_USEd 
.25 6.35 .25 Used only once 
1891125 .3.18 .125 Internal mix seras nozzle 
67147 1.19 .047 Internal mix spray nozzle 
62240-60 — - External mix 60 deg. spray nozzle 
67228-45 .- - External mix 45 deg. seras nozzle 
1/4M 26 2.18 .086 Atomizins nozzle 
1/4M 12 1.97 .076 Atomizins nozzle

23



APPENDIX 11 

1PaA 

1P3 

1kFa 

1Psi

r 

Sol. CONVERSION UNITS 
-3 

1.0810 KP: 
. .

I 

145.03B*10 Psi 
‘ -3 
1455038310 Psi 

6.895 kPa
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APPENDIX 111 coLn noon TEMPERATURES 

a Period of several days the Cold room temperature was 

measured at various controller, set temperatures in the rafise 
o o 

bof --30 C ‘to +13 C. Figure 10 shows the ‘Plot of ‘the set 

temperature versus the measured temperature. The eauation of the 
line is: 

\ROOH TEMP.’ = 0.52 + 0.95 1 SET TEMF.
= 

.15.!“ 

\ lauds 

5.8 

ACTUAL 

TBQP. 

(C 

degrees) 

315.“ 4. 

‘-15.5 .. 

‘Z9.-3 4. 

"east 

-313 ,V _A _A_ i ., * , 7 

B 8 Q a a s s u 9' 3 
8 Q 3 é 2 v 6 “ S a 

' ' I .| . 

‘ .. 
SETTEHP. (Cdog-oat) 
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